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ABSTRACT

Background; Decubitus is a lesion caused by continuous pressure that damages the tissue underneath. It happens to an individual that stays in a chair/bed for too long. The prevention effort for decubitus is highly suggested to be done as early as possible by performing lying over on the bed. Decubitus that happened in Japan, Korea and China estimated around 2,1-18%. Indonesia’s decubitus prevalence quite high, it reaches 33,3%. Objective; To get information about the influence of applying change lie position for decubitus on hemiparesis stroke patient in ngadirejo. Method; Descriptive research by using result of the research that have done before, to know the result of the risk before and after applying of changes lie position on hemiparesis stroke patient with 2 participants. Result; The application shows that after using change lie position there is a decrease score on decubitus risk. Decubitus’s risk score on Mr.P has decreased from 11 to 13 and Mrs.S has decreased from 13 to 15. Conclusion; Changes lie position on hemiparesis stroke can reduce decubitus risk.
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